
RACE AND MUSIC

As jazz grew in popularity across America and Europe, black music began to converge upon the public consciousness,
and the race and identity of popular.

Handy 's former partner, as a division of Pace Phonography. Following this lawsuit, however, the industry was
opened to competition. In contrast I strongly believe anyone can play the blues because music is the purest
form of creativity and communication. And in the late s, the emergence of the jukebox stimulated sales of
records. This summer, The Current brought together some of the Twin Cities' well-known scholars, radio
personalities and musicians to present a conversation centering on race and music in Minnesota. Download
MP3 Throughout the history of popular music, African American artists have faced challenges unknown to
their white peers in the music industry. As they dispersed, they lost contact with their respective cultures.
Recording the Blues. Despite the economic downturn, the s were a creative period for race music. With few
exceptions, the labels that produced race records were white-owned and-controlled. Most twentieth-century
white, popular musicâ€”especially rock 'n' roll and countryâ€”has roots in race music, in particular jazz,
swing, and blues. The music industry has hundreds of artists who target various genres of popular music and
age groups. Race music and records resulted from the concentrated commercialization of American popular
music beginning in the early twentieth century. Messenger One frequently hears questions such as: Why do
different races generally listen to specific genres of music? The minstrel show usually made black Americans
into grotesques. As jazz grew in popularity across America and Europe, black music began to converge upon
the public consciousness, and the race and identity of popular musicians first became a divisive issue in the
media. For others it is elitist, imperialist, boring or simply uncool. Swing in the s was epitomized by the
Fletcher Henderson Band which featured Louis Armstrong on trumpet, Coleman Hawkins on tenor
saxophone, and arranger Don Redman. The phonograph, as Mark Katz argues in Capturing sound, introduced
the phonographic effectâ€” in visibility. Click for more info on this image As you can see, the images of
minstrels were buffoonish and insulting. The onset of commercial radio broadcasts in the early s impacted the
recording industry's dominant position as the gatekeeper of recorded music. While blues and jazz titles were
still being recorded and released, a diversity of styles, collectively known as "rhythm and blues," began to
coalesce. And all popular music tends to also explore themes or experiences common to everyone's life--death,
money, joy, violence, playfulness, melancholy, sexuality. It would be even better if we could start talking to
each other about what makes a particular kind of music meaningful and special to the other person. The terms
"race music" and "race records" had conflicting meanings. The blues, a genre of music so well known and so
universal, that one knows is associated with black culture; and forever connected to it. This is regardless of
whether that person is a vagrant singing his evening song, a child singing a nursery rhyme, a worshipper
praising in song or a sports fan supporting his favourite team. By the Civil War the minstrel show had become
world famous and respectable. Funkadelic, primarily a black funk band led by the charismatic George Clinton,
felt this way. Oliver's Creole Jazz Band came out of New Orleans and was a mainstay in several Chicago
clubs; the group recorded some of the earliest and most influential jazz records for the Gennett label. Today
attitudes towards black artists have shifted slightly, and in some respect black has become a byword for
authenticity in certain styles. Who knows, we might even begin to practise musical multilingualism. The
production of race records was a more profitable endeavor than the recording of white artists.


